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Recent environmental legislation, such as the European Union Directive on End-o
Vehicles and the Japanese Home Electric Appliances Recycling law, has had a
influence on product design from both an engineering and an economic perspective
article presents a methodology for studying the effects of automobile fuel efficienc
emission policies on the long-term design decisions of profit-seeking automobile pr
ers competing in an oligopoly market. Mathematical models of engineering performa
consumer demand, and manufacturing costs are developed for a specific market se
and game theory is utilized to simulate competition among firms to predict design ch
of producers at market equilibrium. Several policy scenarios are evaluated for the s
car market, including corporate average fuel economy (CAFE) standards, carbon dio
~CO2! emissions taxes, and diesel technology quotas. The results indicate that lever
CO2 taxes on producers for expected life cycle emissions yields diminishing return
fuel efficiency improvement per regulatory dollar as the taxes increase, while C
standards achieve higher average fuel efficiency per regulatory dollar. Results also
cate that increasing penalties for violation of CAFE standards can result in lower co
producers and consumers because of the effects of competition, and penalties ba
fuel economy or emissions alone may not be sufficient incentive for producers to
more costly alternative fuel vehicles into the market. The ability to compare regula
and achieve realistic trends suggests that including engineering design and perform
considerations in policy analysis can yield useful predictive insight into the impac
government regulations on industry, consumers, and the environment.
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1 Introduction
Optimal design studies commonly consider tradeoffs among

gineering performance metrics. To explore such trade-offs, m
tiple conflicting objectives can be combined within a Pare
optimal approach, but the scalarization preferences~e.g., weights!
are often difficult to evaluate, and typically the problem must
iteratively reformulated@1,2#. Alternatively, conflicts among tech
nical objectives can be resolved if they are viewed in the con
of the producer’s overall objective to maximize profit@3#. In au-
tomotive manufacturing, profitability depends upon a vehicle’s
gineering performance and cost, as well as its appeal to consu
and the regulatory restrictions imposed by government. In
investigation, we consider each of these points and evaluate
regulatory fuel-economy and emissions policies can impact
design decisions made by profit-seeking producers.

Automobile producers provide private goods~vehicles! for pri-
vate profit~investors!, but externalities~emissions! are generated
with costs that are publicly shared. For example, costs assoc
with driving high-emission vehicles in the southern coast of C
fornia can generate pollution costs estimated at $10,000 or m
per year@4#. Despite regulatory enforcement over the past th
decades, vehicle emissions still significantly impact U.S. air qu
ity, accounting for up to 95% of city CO emissions, 32% of NOx
emissions, and 25% of volatile organic compound emissions@5#.
These emissions create smog, increase atmospheric green
gas concentrations, create human health risks, and damage

1Corresponding author.
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cultural, ecological, and urban infrastructure systems. Since
market in which goods are traded does not automatically prov
individual incentives to reduce publicly shared environmen
damage~the ‘‘tragedy of the commons’’@6#!, government regula-
tory policies have been imposed on vehicles at both national
state levels to provide emission reduction incentives. Examp
include the Clean Air Act@7#, which regulates tailpipe emissions
corporate average fuel economy~CAFE! standards@8#, which re-
quire vehicle fleets to meet target average fuel efficiencies,
quotas for ‘‘cleaner’’ vehicles, such as California’s ‘‘zero emi
sions vehicle’’ ~ZEV! regulation. While National Ambient Air
Quality Standards established by the Clean Air Act still have
been achieved in many major U.S. cities, recent attempts to re
late further the vehicle design process toward produc
‘‘cleaner’’ vehicles have had only limited success. One exampl
California’s attempt to achieve 10% sales in ZEVs from its t
seven automotive manufacturers by 2003@4#. The ZEV technol-
ogy quota policy has suffered from the high cost~average pur-
chase cost of $35,000! and poor range~approximately 90 miles!
of electric vehicles@9#, resulting in limited consumer appeal. Th
policy is now under review, with low polluting gasoline an
highly fuel efficient gasoline-electric hybrids likely to compris
the bulk of the 10% quota@10#. The example demonstrates th
importance of simultaneously considering technology capabilit
costs, and consumer preferences when developing environm
policies.

In this article, a quantitative methodology is developed for co
sidering engineering design performance and constraints,
ducer objectives, consumer choice, and competition among
ducers in the analysis of environmental policy. This methodolo
permits specific policies to be analyzed in the context of th

in
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impacts on consumers, producers, and total air quality, leadin
estimates of cost and effectiveness for different environme
policies under consideration.

2 Background
Policy research related to the automotive industry has focu

primarily on the effects of changing CAFE standards. One s
study by the National Academy of Sciences@11# identified tech-
nologies that could be implemented in all vehicles today, incl
ing estimated cost and fuel savings associated with each tech
ogy. Specifically, the effects of incremental changes in CA
standards on vehicle price, performance, demand, and pro
mix were evaluated. While external factors such as gasoline p
were also included in the assessment, the report considered
the inclusion of new technologies in existing engines. Longer te
options to change new vehicle design decisions were not con
ered. The same is true for a recent European Union report on
Auto-Oil II Program, which targets reductions in automob
emissions@12#. In the report, future vehicle emissions levels we
forecast as functions of fuel quality using atmospheric emissi
and impact models. Although alternative emissions policies w
evaluated for their economic efficiency in reducing emissions,
option for producers to change design decisions in respons
policy was not considered.

A different study by Greene and Hopson@13# examined the
impact of various regulatory strategies on average fuel econ
using a mathematical programming model. Regulatory options
cluded raising the CAFE standard, making a fuel-economy s
dard voluntary, and creating a weight-based metric. Althou
regulatory options were evaluated in the context of their impac
producers and consumers, the market positions of manufactu
were taken as constant, and few longer-term design changes
considered.

While these previous models analyze important aspects
emissions policies, there are opportunities to extend their scop
consideration. Previous investigations assume each manufac
will maintain its current product mix, making only increment
technology improvements to existing products~e.g., direct injec-
tion, variable valve timing, etc.!. In contrast, this article provide
an economic oligopoly analysis where each firm designs its p
uct mix, changing design variables in response to regulations
competition. Previous studies also rely on assumptions about
sumer willingness to pay for increased fuel economy rather t
using attribute-based consumer choice models derived from
purchase data. This article uses an optimization framework to
tegrate quantitative models for each component, including em
sions, engineering design, cost, consumer demand, and prod
profit. The framework is modular and hence allows for the sub
tution of alternative models for any of the various models e
ployed in this study. Moreover, the producers in this investigat
are abstract; that is, the results obtained do not apply to a spe
producer’s actions, but rather represent the general market t
created by government incentives. Therefore the model cre
here is able to evaluate trends of cost and effectiveness create
alternative policies that aim to reduce automobile emissi
through improved fuel economy.

The remainder of this article proceeds as follows. Sectio
describes the proposed policy analysis methodology, including
development of individual models for engineering performan
consumer demand, cost, producer profit, and regulation. The m
els are utilized to establish oligopoly market competition betwe
firms, where policy impacts are analyzed at Nash equilibrium. T
results of the investigation are summarized in Sec. 4.

3 Methodology
The general modeling framework used to capture producer

consumer behavior in this study is shown in Fig. 1, where in
vidual analysis models are shown as black boxes. Producer
assumed to make product design and production decisions
Journal of Mechanical Design
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maximize profit. Consumers are assumed to choose from
available alternatives those products that have maximum ut
based on a model of their preferences. Policy can influence th
decisions by imposing penalties and incentives toward the m
fication of producer and consumer behavior. This investigat
considers several policy scenarios that have direct impact on
ducer behavior such as CAFE standards, carbon dioxide (C2)
emissions taxes, and diesel technology quotas.

In this framework, each producerk decides on a set of design
to produceJk including design decisions, prices, and producti
volumes for each design. Design topologyM and design variables
x ~such as engine size! determine product characteristicsz ~such
as fuel economy!, calculated using an engineering performan
analysis model. Design variables, production volumeV, and regu-
lation penaltiescR also determine producer costc, calculated by
the cost analysis model. The set of competitors’ designs$J2Jk%
are viewed by producerk as static parameters, and consume
make purchasing choices among the set of producer and com
tor productsJ based on product characteristics and pricesp. Pur-
chasing choices determine demand for each designq calculated by
the demand model, and resulting profitsP are calculated in terms
of p, q, andc. Resulting profit is used as the objective function f
producerk’s optimization model, and the dotted line in Fig.
represents the feedback loop for iterations of the optimization
gorithm. The optimization model represents each producer’s
tempt to maximize profit by making the best design, pricing, a
production decisions. Government regulation can influence
process by imposing penalties on producers, thereby affecting
duction costs and design decisions. Note that this study is lim
to government regulation directly affecting producers without i
pacting consumer behavior such as driving habits or prefere
structures.

In the present model, all producers are profit driven, so prod
tion volume will equal product demand at an optimum. This a
sertion is valid for continuous demand functions with negat
price elasticities since any producer who wishes to produc
lower volume of a product~for example, because of capacity co
straints or marginal cost curves! has no incentive to produce les
volume than that for which there is demand. Instead, the produ
can simply raise the price until demand is lowered to the des
production volume, so it is assumed thatVj5qj from this point
forward.

The objective of each producer is modeled as profit maximi
tion ~P, revenue minus cost! subject to engineering constraints a
follows:

maximize Pk5S (
j PJk

qj pj D 2ck

with respect to$M j ,xj ,pj%; j PJk (1)

subject to engineering constraints

Profit for each producer is calculated as a function of the produ
decision variables by combining the engineering performan
consumer demand, cost, profit, and regulation models describe
Secs. 3.1–3.5. The sizenk of the setJk is a variable in this for-
mulation. For a fixednk and fixed engine typesM j for each ve-
hicle, the model~Eq. ~1!! is a smooth, continuous optimizatio
formulation that can be solved with gradient-based methods
take advantage of this property, separate optimization runs
formulated for each combinatorial set ofnkP$1,2, . . . ,nmax% and
M j; j PJk , and gradient-based methods are used to determine
optimal solution for each value ofnk . The most profitable solu-
tion among these cases is then taken as the optimum solutio

While this modeling framework is presented as a single loop
sequential computation solved all-at-once, it is possible to br
the problem into smaller pieces using multistage approac
@14,15# or decomposition and coordination optimization metho
such as collaborative optimization~CO! @16# and analytical target
NOVEMBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 1063
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Fig. 1 Overview of the modeling framework
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cascading~ATC! @17#. For example, ATC can be used to desi
complex engineering systems by coordinating hierarchies of
sign decisions for vehicle systems, subsystems and compon
@18#, or decomposition methods such as CO and ATC could
used to coordinate marketing and business planning models
engineering design models@19–21#.

3.1 Engineering Performance Model. The engineering
performance model takes design decisionsxj as input and predicts
performance characteristicszj that can be calculated for each d
sign j. Several analysis models were explored for vehicle mod
ing, and ADVISOR@22,23# was chosen because of its availabili
and appropriate level of detail for this study. ADVISOR contai
models for conventional, electric, hybrid electric, compress
natural gas, and fuel cell vehicles. Experimentally-derived eng
maps are used to estimate fuel economy and emissions chara
istics across engine operating conditions. The vehicle is simul
through a driving cycle, and fuel economy, performance cha
teristics, and vehicle emissions are calculated for the cycle.

In this study, vehicles are assumed to differ only by eng
design, so the default small car vehicle parameters were use
all simulations~based on the 1994 Saturn SL1!, and only engine
variables were changed. ADVISOR offers a set of nine gaso
and eleven diesel engine types. Each engine type has a bas
bM , corresponding to the power output of a tested engine, wh
can be scaled to predict performance of larger or smaller engi
~ADVISOR allows scaling parameters between 0.75 and 1.5!.
The EPA Federal Test Procedure~FTP-75! driving cycle was used
for all simulations. Two engine types,M5$SI102,CI88%, were
Õ Vol. 126, NOVEMBER 2004
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utilized in this study with two design variables: the engine scal
parameterx1 in the range@0.75, 1.50#, and the final drive ratiox2
in the range@0.2, 1.3#. The computed outputs~performance crite-
ria! include the gas mileage~gasoline equivalent! z1 in miles per
gallon ~mpg! and the time to accelerate from 0 to 60 mph,z2 , in
seconds. The engine typeM5SI102 refers to a spark ignition
~gasoline! engine withbSI1025102 kW based on the 1991 Dodg
Caravan 3.0 L engine, whileM5CI88 refers to a compressio
ignition ~diesel! engine withbCI88590.5 kW based on an Audi 2.5
L engine. Other engine types were explored but turned out to
oversized or undersized for this study. For a particular choice
engine typeM, ADVISOR acts as a functionf M mappingx to z:

z5 f M~x!, (2)

where z5@z1 ,z2#T, and x5@x1 ,x2#T. ADVISOR simulations
were computed for evenly spaced points in a 13 by 19 point g
covering the ranges ofx1 and x2 , respectively, for each engin
type, and the responses were used to create a set of surface s
as surrogate models for ease of computation during optimizat
Sample contour plots of the simulation results are shown in Fig

3.2 Consumer Demand Model. The consumer demand
model is based on discrete choice analysis~DCA!, which pre-
sumes users make purchasing decisions based on theutility value
of each product option. Utilityu is measured in terms of an ob
servable deterministic componentv, which is taken to be a func-
tion of product characteristics, and a stochastic error compone«.
Transactions of the ASME
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The probabilityPj of choosing a particular productj from the set
J is calculated as the probability that productj has a higher utility
value than all alternatives.

Pj5Pr~v j1« j>v j 81« j 8 ;; j 8PJ! (3)

Various probabilistic choice models follow the DCA approac
including the logit model@24# and the probit model@25#. The logit
model, developed by McFadden to study transportation choi
has been used extensively in the marketing literature and ha
cently been applied to engineering design problems@20,21,26#.
The model assumes that the unobserved error component of u
« is independently and identically distributed~iid! for each alter-
native, and that« follows the extreme value~double exponential!
distribution~i.e., Pr@«,x#5exp@2exp(2x)#). In practice, it takes
a large amount of data to distinguish results predicted by the l
model from those predicted by the probit model, which assum
normal distributions for the error terms. The logit model is us
here because of its simplicity, transparency of interpretation,
pability to extend predictions to new designs, and the availabi
of existing models for automotive demand. It yields a simp
closed form solution, while the probit model does not. Assum
the double exponential distribution for the« terms in Eq.~3!, the
probability Pj of choosing alternativej from set J is computed
@27# as

Pj5
ev j

(
ĵ PJ

ev j

. (4)

Each utility functionv j depends on the characteristicszj and
the pricepj of designj. Given a functional form forv j (zj ) based
on observed data, regression coefficients are found such tha
likelihood of generating the sample data with the model is ma
mized. For example, Boyd and Mellman@28# fit a simple logit
model to automotive sales data based on price, fuel economy,
acceleration~among other vehicle factors!. After an analysis of
several other vehicle choice models@29–34#, the Boyd and Mell-
man model was chosen for this study for the following reason

• The model is based on product characteristics that can
related to engineering design, as opposed to consumer de
graphics.

• The independent variables include the vehicle’s price, f
economy, and acceleration, which match the characteris
predicted by the engineering performance model under c
sideration in this study.

• The model was fit to a large volume of annual market d
and validated using data from a subsequent year.

Fig. 2 ADVISOR simulation result contour plots
Journal of Mechanical Design
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The utility equation developed by Boyd and Mellman1 is

v j5b1pj1b2S 100

z1 j
D1b3S 60

z2 j
D (5)

where b1522.8631024, b2520.339, b350.375, pj is the
price of vehiclej, z1 j is the gas mileage of vehiclej, andz2 j is the
0–60 mph acceleration time of vehiclej. Although several other
variables were included~e.g., vehicle style, noise, and reliability!,
these variables were assumed constant across all vehicles fo
study. Since logit choice predictions depend on the differen
between utility values, factors that are constant across alterna
do not affect predictions of choice, and they can be ignored. O
factors, such as advertising, promotions, aesthetics, and brand
age were also assumed equal across alternatives. While the
and Mellman demand model is adequate for a preliminary an
sis, it does introduce several sources of error:

• The model was fit to purchase data from 1977–1978.
• The model utilizes purchase data only; consumers who ch

not to purchase vehicles were not studied. Thus, we can pre
only which vehicles consumers will purchase, notwhether they
will purchase, and the size of the purchasing population is trea
as fixed, independent of vehicle prices~i.e., there is no outside
good!.

• The model is an aggregate model, and therefore it does
account for different segments or consumer groups.

• The use of the logit model carries with it a property call
independence from irrelevant alternatives~IIA !, which implies
that as one product’s market share increases, the shares o
competitors are reduced in equal proportion@27#. For example, a
model with the IIA property might predict that BMW competes
equally with Mercedes as with Chevrolet. In reality, different v
hicles attract different kinds of consumers, and competition is
equal. In this investigation, predictive limitations of the IIA prop
erty are mitigated since the model is applied only to the small
market~a relatively homogeneous market! rather than to the entire
spectrum of vehicles.

The demand model above was developed by Boyd and M
man to study the effects of fuel economy standards on the ma
and it should be sufficient to capture the trends important i
general analysis, even if the numbers vary for today’s consum
For the purposes of this study, the assumption was made tha
size of the car-buying populations is 1.57 million people. This
figure is based on 11 million people that bought cars in 1977@35#
and an assumption that the size of the small car market was a
1/7 of the total market.2 The Boyd and Mellman model was the
applied to the small car sub-market, with recognition that t
could introduce additional error since the model was develo
based on the entire car market. Using the logit model with a fix
market sizes, the demandqj for productj is

qj5sPj5s
ev j

(
ĵ PJ

ev j

, (6)

wherev j is defined by Eq.~5!.

3.3 Cost Model. Production cost is modeled as a functio
of the vehicle design, and all producers are assumed to have
same manufacturing cost structure. In practice, differences
equipment, assets, suppliers, and expertise exist between m
facturers. However, assuming consistent production cost st
tures across manufacturers is appropriate for oligopoly analy

1The coefficientsb1 andb2 were assumed here to be negative, even though t
are listed as positive in the Boyd and Mellman article. In the text the authors des
the variables as having a negative relationship even though all coefficients are
as positive in the regression summary.

2Further research indicated that a better estimate of the size of the smal
market may be 2/7 of the total market@36#.
NOVEMBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 1065
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and it is useful to analyze trends even if individual numbers dif
between firms. In this analysis, the total cost to manufactur
vehicle cP is decomposed into two components: the investm
cost to set up the production linecI and variable cost per vehicle
cV. The variable cost is comprised of the cost to manufacture
enginecE and the cost to manufacture the rest of the vehiclecB,
so thatcV5cB1cE. The cost to manufactureq units of a vehicle
with topologyM and design variablesx is then

cp~M ,x!5cI1qcV~M ,x!5cI1q~cB1cE~M ,x!! (7)

where it is assumed thatcB5$7500 for all vehicles based on dat
for the Ford Taurus@37#, andcI5$550 million per vehicle design
for all manufacturers based on an average of two figures for n
production lines@38#. The cost to manufacture an engine is mo
eled as a function of engine power, as determined by a regres
analysis of data obtained from manufacturing, wholesale, and
built engine costs@39–44#. Wholesale and rebuilt engine price
were assumed to be close to manufacturing prices, and these
fit the curve well. The resulting functions are

cE~M ,x!5H b4 exp~b5bMx1! if MPSI

b6~bMx1!1b7 if MPCI
(8)

where b45670.51, b550.0063, b6526.23 and b751642.8.
These functions are plotted in Fig. 3, and all designs considere
this study fall within the range of the data. As expected, the c
associated with manufacturing diesel engines is higher than
gasoline engines. It is possible that increased diesel produc
volumes would change this cost structure, but this possibility w
not explored in this study. Although both cost regression mod
rely on maximum engine power as the only dependent varia
Fig. 3 demonstrates that the regressions fit the data well and
dict realistic cost trends.

The total cost to producerk is the sum of the production cost
for each vehicle ink’s product line and the regulation costcR, as
described in Sec. 3.5.

ck5S (
j PJk

cj
PD 1ck

R (9)

3.4 Profit Model. The profit model for each producerk is
calculated simply as revenue minus cost:

Pk5S (
j PJk

qj pj D 2ck5S (
j PJk

qj~pj2cj
V!2cID 2ck

R (10)

where ck
R is the regulation cost for producerk ~defined in Sec.

3.5!. The model assumes that all transactions happen insta

Fig. 3 Manufacturing cost for SI and CI engines
1066 Õ Vol. 126, NOVEMBER 2004
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neously without consideration of the time value of money, opp
tunity costs, or changes in production loads over time. Deman
predicted over the course of one year, with all costs and reve
occurring during that year. The inclusion of dynamic time cons
erations brings with it a plethora of uncertainties and issues
are difficult to model, and is therefore left for future consideratio
Note that it is assumed that the investment costcI is completely
paid during this year. In practice, the investment cost associ
with designing and building production lines and planning sup
chains is spread over several years with only minor changes to
vehicles during those few years, implying that this model w
tend to over-predict investment cost.

3.5 Regulation Policy. Four producer penalty policies wer
used to definecR: the no-regulation base case (cR50), CAFE
standards, CO2 emission taxes, and diesel vehicle sales quo
Each of these policies applies a penalty cost to the producer
function of the fuel economy, emission properties, or fuel type
the producer’s vehicles. The specific applications of the pen
policies are described below.

3.5.1 Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE).CAFE
regulations establish minimum average fuel economy stand
that each producer’s vehicle fleet must meet to avoid penalties
define a CAFE policy, both the fuel economy standard and
penalty must be specified. In this study, only a single market s
ment is utilized, although CAFE regulations in the United Sta
apply to all passenger vehicle markets in which the producer
erates.~Multiple market segments are left for future conside
ation.! The current CAFE fuel economy standard for cars,zCAFE
527.5 mpg, was used here, and two different penalty char
were explored: the current standard,r5$55 per vehicle per mpg
under the limit, and a hypothetical double-penalty scenario. Ad
tional future credit for vehicle fleets with average fuel econom
greater than the standard was not modeled. The total cost incu
by designj is thereforerqj (zCAFE2z1 j ), wherer is the penalty,
qj is the number of vehicles of typej that are sold,zCAFE is the
CAFE limit, and z1 j is the fuel economy of vehiclej. The total
regulation cost to producerk is then

ck
R5maxS 0,(

j PJk

rqj~zCAFE2z1 j ! D (11)

3.5.2 CO2 Emission Tax. A vehicle emission valuation study
@45# was used to estimate the economic cost to society assoc
with environmental damage due to the release of each ton of C2 .
Using this valuation, a tax can be imposed on the manufact
based on the estimated lifetime CO2 emissions of each vehicle
sold due to the burning of hydrocarbon fuel. Tax per vehicle s
can be calculated asndaM /z1 , wheren is the dollar valuation of
a ton of CO2 , d is the number of miles traveled in the vehicle
lifetime, aM is the number of tons of CO2 produced by combus-
ting a gallon of fuel for engine typeM, andz1 is the fuel economy
of the vehicle. The total regulation cost to the producer in t
study is

ck
R5 (

j PJk

qj

ndaM

z1 j
(12)

whered5150,000 miles,aM is 9.9431023 tons CO2 per gallon
for gasoline or 9.2131023 tons CO2 per gallon for diesel fuel
@46#, and the value ofn was varied from $2/ton to $23/ton with
median estimation of $14/ton.

3.5.3 Diesel Fuel Vehicle Sales Quotas.As a regulation
method, quotas can be used to force more costly alternative
vehicles into the market@10#. In this case, a hypothetical policy i
considered that introduces a large penalty cost for violation o
quota on percent diesel sales as a way to enforce adoption
higher fuel efficiency vehicle alternative. Diesels were selec
due to data availability, their competitive fuel efficiency and a
Transactions of the ASME
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celeration characteristics, and their similarity to gasoline engi
in unobserved characteristics such as range and existence of
porting infrastructure, which allows application of the dema
model without introducing large errors. It is left for future work
consider regulation of emissions such as NOx and particulate mat-
ter, which tend to be larger in diesel engines and which pla
significant role in determining environmental tradeoffs betwe
diesel and gasoline engines in practice. The regulation cos
modeled as

ck
R5max~0,r~qk

SI2~12f!~qk
SI1qk

CI!!! (13)

wherer is the penalty per gasoline vehicle over quota~$1000!, f
is the minimum diesel percentage required by the quota~40%!, qk

SI

is the total number of spark ignition~gasoline! engines sold by
producerk, and qk

CI is the total number of compression ignitio
~diesel! engines sold by producerk.

3.6 Nash Equilibrium Solution Strategy. In a free market,
manufacturers have economic incentives to produce and sell p
ucts only if there is an opportunity to make profit within the com
petitive market. To account for competition in the design of v
hicles subject to government regulations, game theory was us
find the market~Nash! equilibrium among competing producer
In game theory, a set of actions is in Nash equilibrium if for ea
producerk51,2, . . . ,K, given the actions of its rivals, the pro
ducer cannot increase its own profit by choosing any action o
than its equilibrium action@47#. In the absence of a cartel agre
ment or strategic dynamic actions, game theory predicts that
market will stay stable at this point. It is assumed that this mar
equilibrium point can provide a reasonable prediction of wh
designs manufacturers are driven to produce under various r
lation scenarios. It should be noted however that the Nash e
librium does not model preemptive competitive strategies by p
ducers. Instead, it assumes that each producer will move
increase its profit while treating competitor decisions as const

In order to search for the equilibrium point, an algorithm w
employed in which each producer separately optimizes its o
profit while holding all competitor producer decisions consta
Each producer’s optimization model is solved sequentially, a
the process is iterated across producers, in turn optimizing
updating each producer’s decisions until all producers conve
Then, a parametric study onK is used to determine the large
value of K that produces a Nash equilibrium with positive pr
ducer profits, and this point is taken to be the market equilibriu

Using the models developed in Secs. 3.1–3.5, each produck
will individually attempt to maximize profit by solving the follow
ing optimization problem,

maximizeS (
j PJk

qj~pj2cj
V!2c1D 2ck

R

with respect to$M j ,x1 j ,x2 j ,pj%; j PJk

subject to 0.75<x1 j<1.50

0.2<x2 j<1.3

qj5s
ev j

(
ĵ PJ

eV j

v j5b1pj1b2S 100

z1 j
D1b3S 60

z2 j
D

zj5 f M~xj !

cj
V5cB1H b4 exp~b5bSI102x1 j ! if M j5SI102

b6~bCI88x1 j !1b7 if M j5CI88
(14)
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where s5(11/7)3106, b1522.8631024, b2520.339, b3
50.375, b45670.51, b550.0063, b6526.23, b751642.8,
bSI1025102 kW, bCI88590.5 kW, cB5$7500, cI5$5503106,
andck

R is defined by Eq.~11!, Eq. ~12!, Eq. ~13! or zero, depend-
ing on which regulation scenario is used. For each producer, c
petitor products are represented by the set$J2Jk%, and are con-
sidered fixed parameters that affect demand@Eq. ~6!#. The first
two constraints represent limits on the ability to model variab
outside these ranges rather than physical feasibility limits. If th
constraints were active, it would represent an inability to mo
the optimum solution@48#. However these constraints were n
active in any of the results, indicating that the optima discus
here are all interior optima and the solutions are valid.

Despite the computational savings gained by creating surro
models of the engineering performance simulations~splines!, the
computational burden is still significant. For each producer, se
rate optimization runs must be computed to determine which c
bination of vehicles is best for the product line. This combinator
set of optimization problems is computed for each producer,
each producer model is then iterated several times in the N
equilibrium solution strategy. In order to reduce the computatio
burden, the number of designs per producer was limited to a m
mum of two (nmax52). It was shown that this assumption wa
reasonable because results of all runs indicate that each prod
manufactures only one design, implying that there is a lack
incentive to produce multiple designs~except for the quota regu
lation case where each producer manufactures both an SI and
engine!.

4 Results and Discussion
The results of the investigation are summarized in Table 1, w

a graphical summary of the resulting fuel economy and regula
cost per vehicle provided in Fig. 4. For each regulation scena
the table shows the maximum number of producersK that yields a
positive-profit Nash equilibrium and the market share per p
ducer design. The use of the aggregate demand model resu
each producer making the same decisions at market equilibr
so Table 1 summarizes the decision variables, product chara
istics, costs, and profits for a typical producer in each scena
The fact that all producers are driven to produce the same veh
design facilitates comparison of the trends that result from e
regulation scenario. Additionally, at equilibrium each produc
manufactures only a single design rather than a product line~ex-
cept in the quota case!. This result could be changed by modelin
cost savings due to economies of scope@49#, possible commonal-
ity among designs@50#, and the use of a heterogeneous model
demand. From Table 1, it is also evident that the model pred
equal profits for all regulation scenarios~except the quota case!,
and all incurred costs are passed to the consumer at equilibr
This is because the demand model assumes a fixed car-bu
population~there is no option not to buy! and does not conside
the utility of outside goods.

It is important to take care when interpreting results of an o
timization study that is based on a demand regression mo
Even if the demand model succeeds in capturing important tre
in consumer purchasing preferences according to measur
characteristics, the metrics do not capture purchasing criteria
tirely, as the model ignores unmeasured and unobservable ch
teristics. For example, the model used in this study predict
preference for vehicles with faster acceleration; therefore, a
hicle that dramatically sacrifices unmeasured characteristics
as maximum speed for a slight improvement of acceleration t
will be preferred according to the model. However, in practice
consumer would observe the unmeasured limitations during a
test, especially if the limitations are extreme. To check for t
issue, each optimum vehicle design was tested post hoc to en
the vehicle’s ability to follow the standard FTP driving cycle an
achieve a speed of at least 110 mph on a flat road. All veh
designs in the study passed this test.
NOVEMBER 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 1067



Table 1 Nash equilibrium results for each regulation scenario
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4.1 Base Case. As a comparative baseline, the no
regulation case (cR50) was analyzed first. Without regulation
the model predicts ten producers in the small car market. E
producer manufactures a single vehicle with design variab
product characteristics, and costs shown in Table 1.

4.2 Corporate Average Fuel Economy„CAFE…. Table 1
shows that the CAFE regulation results in increased fuel e
ciency at a lower manufacturing cost relative to the base ca
however, performance is sacrificed, and regulatory costs are
curred~see Fig. 4!. The ‘‘2"CAFE’’ case represents a hypothetic
doubling of the penalty for CAFE violation, resulting in improve
fuel economy, reduced regulation costs, and reduced vehic
prices relative to CAFE. In both cases, it is predicted that it
profitable for manufacturers to violate CAFE standards and t
the penalty in order to increase market share. The model indic
that full compliance with CAFE is dangerous for producers b
cause competitors can produce larger engines, which are in
demand, and capture market share. However, when CAFE pe
ties are increased, there is less danger of losing market share
competitor who sells more powerful engines because all produ
are subject to a more stringent penalty. Therefore all produc
design smaller, cheaper engines with less risk.

Fig. 4 Resulting vehicle gas mileage and regulation cost per
vehicle under each policy
068 Õ Vol. 126, NOVEMBER 2004
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In practice, many producers do not currently accrue CAFE p
alties and instead treat the CAFE standard as a constraint@51#.
One reason for this is the non-modeled extra costs to the prod
caused by violation, such as damage to the producer’s reputa
~which could affect demand!, public and government relations, a
well as making future compliance more difficult. The results
this study suggest that these non-modeled aspects may pro
significant incentives worthy of further consideration.

4.3 CO2 Emissions Tax. Comparing the CO2 emissions tax
to the base case, several trends can be observed. As the ta
creases, producers tend to design smaller, more fuel-efficient
gines while transferring the added regulation cost to the consu
through an increased vehicle price~Fig. 4!. A low valuation pen-
alty ~$2/ton! has little effect on fuel efficiency with the only sig
nificant effect being added regulation costs that are in turn pas
on to consumers. The median valuation~$14/ton! has a larger
impact, increasing fuel-efficiency by 1.6 mpg, while the hig
valuation~$22/ton! adds only slight improvement in fuel econom
at a substantial regulation cost increase over the median c
These trends predict reasonable real-world scenarios, since r
lation provides an incentive to produce smaller, more fu
efficient engines. However, in practice such increases in veh
costs could lower the demand and sales of vehicles relativ
other modes of transportation or other market segments.

4.4 Diesel Fuel Sales Quota. In the quota policy, producers
were forced to offer diesel engines as a minimum percentag
their vehicle fleet (f540%). The results indicate that produce
follow this regulation strictly to avoid expensive penalties, pr
ducing exactly the minimum required percentage of diesels
their product mix. Since each producer manufactures two veh
designs, fewer producers result at the market equilibrium.

5 Conclusions
This article presented a methodology for analyzing the imp

of fuel economy regulations on the design decisions made
automobile manufacturers. The approach integrates models fo
gineering design, production cost, consumer demand, prod
profit, and producer competition toward predicting the impa
associated with different policies that aim to improve fu
economy. Several trends were observed in the policy scena
examined in this study. One notable observation is that increa
regulation penalties can result in cost savings for all parties~e.g.,
in CAFE scenarios!: Without a regulatory standard, produce
cannot afford to make smaller, cheaper engines due to com
tion; however, when all producers are subject to the same reg
tion costs, then all producers are driven to produce smaller
Transactions of the ASME
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gines with less risk. On the other hand, increased regula
penalties can also lead to diminishing returns in fuel econo
improvement with increased regulation penalties~e.g., CO2 taxa-
tion!. The observed trends indicate that the cost-benefit chara
istics of a given policy can be modeled in a realistic way, and t
a holistic integration of costs, performance, consumer prefere
and competition may be helpful for evaluating and selecting
vironmental policies, as well as for choosing regulatory param
values.

The study also shows that regulation is necessary to pro
incentives for producers to design alternative fuel vehicles~e.g.,
diesels! that cost more to produce. While diesel engines have
ter fuel efficiency per unit power, gasoline engines are cheape
manufacture and are therefore preferred by the market. Fu
investigations that combine engineering, marketing, and po
models with models of changing consumer preferences and d
ing habits could be used to predict trends for the diffusion
alternative fuel vehicles, possibly avoiding costly investment
products that are unlikely to achieve wide acceptance and he
focus resources and incentives toward solutions that are likel
make the most impact in reducing environmental damage.

The demand model used in this study indicated that individ
consumers prefer vehicle acceleration over fuel economy pe
mance. However, as a society, the same individuals may p
value on environmental protection, human health, and sustain
ity that is not captured in the market of individual decisions. F
example, while increased CAFE penalties resulted in decrea
costs to producers and consumers relative to other fuel econ
policies, they also result in smaller, lower-performance vehic
which are less preferred by individual consumers. Naturally
will be necessary to balance social versus individual preferen
To quote from the National Academy of Sciences report@11#:
‘‘Selection of fuel economy targets will require uncertain and d
ficult trade-offs among environmental benefits, vehicle saf
cost, oil import dependence, and consumer preferences. The
mittee believes that these trade-offs rightfully reside with elec
officials.’’

This research has taken a step toward developing mode
tools to inform such policy tradeoff decisions. Overall the mod
presented here were successful in predicting realistic long-t
trends resulting from several regulation scenarios. Therefore,
abstract oligopoly analysis was able to provide a useful analyt
perspective on market incentives resulting from regulation, de
onstrating that policy models that include engineering design
cisions can be used to improve our general understanding o
interactions between government policy, industry, consumers,
the environment.
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Nomenclature

ck 5 Total cost for producerk
cB 5 Base manufacturing cost per vehicle~without engine!
cj

E 5 Engine manufacturing cost for designj
cI 5 Investment cost
cj

P 5 Total production cost for designj
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ck
R 5 Total regulation cost for producerk

cj
V 5 Variable manufacturing cost per vehicle for designj
d 5 Lifetime vehicle miles traveled

f M 5 ADVISOR simulation for engine typeM
j 5 Vehicle design index
J 5 Set of all vehicle designs produced

Jk 5 Set of all vehicle designs produced by producerk
k 5 Producer index
K 5 Total number of producers in the market

M j 5 Index of vehicle engine type for designj
nk 5 Number of designs produced by producerk
pj 5 Selling price of designj
qj 5 Demand for designj
uj 5 Utility of design j
S 5 Size of the car buying market

v j 5 Observable component of utility for production
x 5 Design variable vector (x1 ,x2)T

x1 j 5 Engine scaling parameter for designj
x2 j 5 Final drive ratio for designj

z 5 Product characteristics vector (z1 ,z2)T

z1 j 5 Fuel economy of designj
z2 j 5 Acceleration time~0–60 mph! of designj

zCAFE 5 CAFE fuel economy limit
aM 5 Tons CO2 produced per gallon of fuel for engine typ

M
b 5 Demand model coefficient parameter

Pk 5 Total profit for producerk
r 5 Penalty parameter for regulation violation
f 5 Minimum diesel sales percentage required by quota
n 5 Societal cost valuation per ton of CO2 in U.S. dollars
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